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It might be the most famous crosswalk in music history, thanks to the 
Beatles' iconic 1969 "Abbey Road" album cover.

London drivers probably wish it wasn't so famous. Every day, they 
put up with Beatles fans and tourists who flock to the "zebra 
crossing" outside Abbey Road Studios and try to imitate the 
memorable photo of John, Ringo, Paul and George crossing the 
street.

It's such a daily spectacle that the studio, where the Beatles 
recorded 90 percent of their music, installed a webcam. Visit the site 
and you get a front-row seat to goofy tourist antics. People stride into 
the crosswalk, arms swinging wide as they pose for photos and relish the experience.

All the while cars screetch to a halt and London's famous double-decker buses get stuck in the traffic. There 
are more than a few close calls.

As the newslite blog reports:
 "Tourists and fans can be seen infuriating London cabbies and other drivers by posing as John, Paul, Ringo and 
   George in the middle of the busy road.
 "Many fans (most of them Day Trippers) even keep dashing across the road and back again in a bid to get their 
   picture just right."

Some people look pretty well-rehearsed, like they're hoping to nail an immortal Facebook shot. Some people 
just look ridiculous. And you feel kind of sorry for the people not lucky enough to be traveling in groups of four. 
Their photos will never look as cool. 

Watching the camera one morning last week, I noticed a few timid types on the corner, waiting for traffic like 
they were about to jump into a game of double-dutch. One girl hesitated midway through the crosswalk as 
someone yelled, "Don't be embarrassed, just do it." A few London drivers sounded their horns to move her 
along.

You can save still photos from the webcam and email them. The website also has a "Wall of Fame" where you 
can submit your choice of the best or more entertaining Abbey Road imitations.
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